
Thersites 
 
My media friend Thersites has been contemplating the treatment  meted out by the BBC to the ancient 
world over the past few years, presumably screened to instruct the toiling masses slumped miserably in 
their Observer special offer furniture after a day of obeisance to that Great White  Collar whither we 
shall all one day return. Thersites has been  most  gratified  by the exposure,  but  feels that  the product, 
far from ranking a standing ovation, hardly even deserves a crouching one. 

 
Aeschylus Trampled 

Take the BBC version of Aeschylus' Oresteia, bewilderingly re-entitled  The  Serpent  Son,  of a couple of 
years back. What a chance to let old Baldy show his paces!Perfect, too, for television - all that tightly 
controlled imagery of hunts and nets and blood and sacrifice, the drama of the great set pieces, the careful 
preparation for the brilliant climax. But would they let big A. do it his way? Not a hope. Instead we get 
the picture suddenly shrinking to the size of a postage stamp, a luminescent cortex, and an Orestes who 
seemed to spend baH his time running through what looked like a gents. 

Aeschylus' imagery and careful staging instructions were all studiously ignored (so that after 
Agamemnon had tramped up the tapestries, lo and behold, the rest of the cast of millions strolled up after 
him). Then there was the chorus of old codgers who needed a wash, sprawled on the ground most of the 
time, dressed in rags and chaUing snatches from some of the finest choral lyrics ever written, drawn at 
random from a pot-pourri of good bits from the Oresteia's lyrics. It was rather like seeing a performance 
of Bach's St. M auhew  Passion  in which the chorus lounged about  on stage in swim-wear and 
individually whistled to each other random snatches of any chorale they could think of at the time. The 
poor old watchman didn't  get a look in till about half an hour had passed, by which time Thersites imagines 
that the television sets had gone out all over Britain. 

 
Dover thrown over cliff• 

Then there was The Greeks. Thersites could hardly wait for this £500,000 extravaganza, starring as it did 
Sir Kenneth Dover, the country's greatest living Hellenist. Given a little direction, Dover was obviously 
the man to do for the Greeks what Lord Clark of Civilisation Street had done for Art. It is painful to  recall  
the actuality. Dover on the Greeks was replaced by the producer Christopher Burstall on himself. 
Haircut radiating  concern, Burstall presided over a multi- media event of the most ham-fisted and pin-
headed kind, which looked as if it had been put together by a deranged, one-eyed editor wearing boxing-
gloves.  

 

Over a  baffling  melange of auditory and  visual 'experiences',   Burstall   would  narrate   in  pseudo-
dramatic terms a homogenised version of Some Great Event or Other in Greek History; and  then,  quite 
suddenly, (and, in the context,  incomprehensibly) there would be Dover - and order,  intelligence,  
and enlightenment  would be allowed briefly to reign. Not for long, however, and soon C.B. would be back 
in action throwing ego all over the screen to the strains of Vivaldi and shots of Florence, the H-bomb, 
some Greek pots,  mothers giving suck and Sir Kenneth  kami kaziing out of a tree. It is wonderful what 
a mental horizon of 22"  can  do; but  it  makes one wring one's  hands  in despair to think what might 
have been, had Dover been sat down in front of a camera in an agreeable armchair in his rooms in Oxford 
with a nice bottle of Mouton Rothschild and a squeaky old epidiascope and simply been told to get on 
with it. On the evidence of what he was allowed to do, anything that A. J. P. Taylor and Lord Civilisation 
did, our Kenneth could have done just as well. 

The epic-l.ogue 

More recently, the radio has been having a go, and we got nearly two hours of Alan Howard reading 
Christopher Logue's 'interpretation' of Iliad 16-20. For Thersites  who knows the Iliad quite well, this was 
rather fun  but he was worried what anyone would have made of it who did not know what Homer made 
of it. All that  stuff about Concorde, and so on, must have been slightly bewildering. Why didn't  the BBC 
give Homer a say and ask Howard to read (say) Iliad 16 and 18 in Lattimore's translation  so there was 
some point of comparison?                               ' 
 
What this all boils down to is that the BBC simply does not trust the ancients to stand on their own two feet. 
well, they've stood on them pretty well for the past 2 ½ thousand years, and  Thersites  comforts himself 
with  the reflection that when the BBC is long dead and buried he will still be haranguing the Greek host. 
Whether there is intelligent life in  the  studios  of  Shepherd's  Bush   however  must  still remain an open 
question.                   '        ' 
 
Next Issue: Boresall  speaks.  In this important  new series C.B.  himself talks  to the people who have 
had  most in fluence on him, and whom he regards as the most brilliant humans alive. 
No.1: Christopher Barstool. 

 


